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Figure 1: Hyperview digital twin application by Luminova UK which loads 3D BIM assets dynamically from 3D Repo over the
Internet. Additional data sources are loaded from facilities management systems in the cloud. Models courtesy of Lendlease.

ABSTRACT
In this case study, we present Hyperview, a novel digital twin solu-
tion by Luminova UK built in Unity 3D game engine and powered
by 3D Repo. Our solution directly addresses the needs of clients
and asset owners providing founding architecture for long-term
asset and facilities management in the cloud. This is in line with the
Gemini Principles as defined by the Centre for Digital Built Britain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2018, the Centre for Digital Built Britain (CDBB) published the
Gemini Principles [Bolton et al. 2018] outlining the proposal guiding
the creation of national digital twin and information management
framework in the UK. Ultimately, these principles propagate from
national level down to public but also private asset owners in order
to create a holistic and federated view of the built environment
based on the principles of value creation, insights, openness, data
quality and security among others. Since then, multidisciplinary
architectural and engineering firms such as Atkins, HOK, Mott
MacDonald, etc., each developed their own digital twin solutions
for their clients in game engines such as Unity3D and Unreal. Even
Bentley Systems recently started creating their own framework for
digital twins specifically for infrastructure projects1.

1https://www.bentley.com/en/products/product-line/digital-twins
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Figure 2: High-level visualisation of the core mechanical,
electrical and plumbing (MEP) components in built assets.

2 HYPERVIEW
Unfortunately, one of the shortcomings when utilizing games en-
gines for digital twin applications is the need to hardcode assets
into an executable thus having to recompile it each time there is a
change. To address this shortcoming, Luminova UK2—a real-time
visualisation company famous for their work on Heathrow Termi-
nals 2, 3 and 5—developed a novel digital twin application called
Hyperview. There, highly optimized 3D Building Information Mod-
eling (BIM) assets are loaded dynamically from the 3D Repo cloud
[Friston et al. 2017] into Unity3D while additional sensory and asset
information is loaded from external sources such as project-specific
data lakes and existing estate management systems on demand,
c.f. [Doboš et al. 2018; Friston et al. 2019].

Engineering 3D BIM models are automatically processed and
optimized for real-time within 3D Repo and stored in MongoDB in
the cloud. These are then loaded via representational state trans-
fer (REST) application programming interface (API) into the Hyper-
view Unity3D desktop application where they are texture mapped
based on a pre-defined lookup table based on material properties
of respective asset types. Various simulation and data integration
tools provide enhanced functionality not available in 3D Repo.

2.1 Main Features
The main features of Hyperview include:
• Federation of large amounts of 3D BIM assets within a high-
quality visualization suitable for client engagement, see Fig. 1;

• MEP inspector visualizing BIM metadata for maintenance pur-
poses as shown in Fig. 2;

• Daylight study interface which accurately simulates sun and
shadows depending on longitude/latitude and the day/time place-
ment of the built assets as shown in Fig. 3;

• Sky simulation interface with various environmental conditions;
• Pedestrian simulation based on the Adobe motion capture library;
• Quick asset review based on predefined areas of interest;
• Per-floor occupancy rate visualization specifically designed for
lease management;

• Visualization of foliage including wind effects simulation.

2https://www.luminovauk.com

Figure 3: Daylight and shadow simulation based on an accu-
rate day/time and latitude/longitude placement.

3 CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel visualization interface Hyperview which is
built on top of the 3D Repo cloud platform specifically for the needs
of digital twin asset management on large-scale portfolio projects.
This unique application provides an easy to use interactive 3D in-
terface for clients and estate managers who might not otherwise
be able to benefit from access to complicated BIM engineering 3D
models. Since 3D Repo is an open source cloud-based Web3D plat-
form, this integration provides a unique solution for an up-to-date
view of the built environment without the reliance on proprietary
engineering applications or data formats. By utilizing the power of
desktop rendering, Hyperview also enables visualization of large
estates far exceeding the current capabilities of web browsers.
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